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Travel letter 1 - 2016 

 

s you know, we planned a long time ago to cross the “POND”. Although we postponed this big 

event year after year, it always lingered in the back of our heads. Nonetheless, first and 

foremost we had to do what had to be done on our (than 30+ year old) Zeezwaluw. 

After 3 years of upgrading our lady she is respectable again and willing to go, as her eager crew is! 

 

Departure Las Palmas 
So, Zeezwaluw finally departs from Las Palmas towards Suriname on January 21, 2016 see Zeezwaluw 

Post. 

The last of the essential chores have been completed, as well as stocking up for tinned food. The 

necessary fresh fruits and vegetables are purchased at the covered market the day before departure. 

Old tins out before new ones get in Foldable crates Filling up every space… 

After the fresh vegetables are dry, they are packed in special preservation bags to last longer and 

stored in the fridge as long as there is space. The remaining bags go underneath the table in the main 

cabin, into one of the two crates along with the fruit, cans and jars for “easy grab meals”, (which 

means, pick a pre-assembled bag, open a few cans, chuck the contains in a pan, heat and eat them). The 

bulk of all the purchases, have been neatly hidden from view and are secure. 

Then the most emotional difficult moment arrives, saying our goodbye’s to very dear friends. A number 

of crews, we will see on the other side of the ocean in due time. Others will stay in Las Palmas and we 

won’t see them for many years. At 9 o'clock we're ready to cast off the lines. Marjo & Edwin and 

Gerdie are assisting us, as you have read in the Zeezwaluw Post. The sun is already shining while a few 

white clouds adorn the blue sky. A perfect day to leave! 

 

Reflections on "is it different" 
Once under full sail, a 10kn easterly wind gets us underway on a southern 

course. Las Palmas disappears bit by bit while a catamaran appears and 

follows in our wake. Lastly, it is time for us to relax and enjoy a cup of 

coffee in the cockpit. 

A 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-1.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-1.pdf
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The excitement of preparing for the "Atlantic Crossing", saying our goodbyes to dear friends and the 

actual departure from Las Palmas is now behind us. We wonder whether this departure was different 

from our previous ones. Until now we had not had time to reflect on it. 

 

Of course, the preparations for this trip were a bit different in terms of stocking up in the amount of 

supplies and completing the long technical "to-do list" before departure. Also the date of departure 

for a long journey, January 21 is very, very odd as well as to leave “our” city of Las Palmas, which we 

adopted as our second "home". 

In our 14 years as live-aboards we were always accustomed to 5-6maanden of hibernating during the 

winter months. Therefor leaving Las Palmas in January, feels like leaving in mid-winter to go sailing. 

However for this passage it is the most favourable time to cross to take advantage of the prevailing 

winds at that stretch of Ocean. 

Likewise very different is the total distance we have to sail this time. It is about 2750 nautical miles 

from Las Palmas to Surinam. The only possible stop, the Cape Verde Islands, 800Nm South of Las 

Palmas we will skip as all will go according to plan. 

 

Our routine, preparing a few hot meals for the first days at sea went smooth. Once at sea we only 

need to heat a meal to have a delicious diner in minutes. We prefer it this way during the first days 

when we struggle to find our sea legs again. How long it will take to reach Surinam??? According to 

Riens' calculations (on an average of 5 Nm/hour), it will be approximately 23 days. 

 

Finding our sea legs and watch system 
Fortunately the moment we start our trip the sea is fairly calm. 

The first 12 hours, we steer Zeezwaluw by hand and take turns at the wheel of an hour each. This is to 

lessen the chance of getting seasick. At 4 P.M. Monty (= Monitor wind vane steering) is put to work so 

we have our hands free to relax a bit and enjoy dinner together. The first dinner at sea is a delicious 

hutspot (stew of carrots, unions and potatoes with a smoked sausage, yummy). After the dishes are 

cleared away, it's time to start our watch system of 2-3-3 hours. (Sustained the whole trip) The 

person on watch is in full sailing gear for its chilly after sun down!!! We are also clipped on to the 

safety line. 

 

The first night 

the off-watch 

sleeps in a 

sleeping bag on 

a soft cushion, 

in the cockpit. 
Out side and ins ide bunk 
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As always sleep does not come easily the first night, but at least we rest comfortably. The next nights 

we sleep in our normal bunk or on the main cabin sofa, depending which tack we are. 

 

The first day at sea, we need to estimate the wind because the anemometer does not work properly. 

Probably the hugh amount of Sahara Sand and salt crystals, we endured the last few 

weeks in LP), stopped the wheel from turning. Somewhat challenging for us! As soon 

as you do not have a working anemometer you realize how often you check it! To be 

able to put a number in the logbook "we read the sea state" and "feel" the wind on 

our face to determine the knots. While a wet finger in the air determines the 

direction of the wind. Rain or no rain is easy, so we are almost back to basic 

navigation! 

The 2nd day there is luckily a bit more wind and the anemometer started to work again. No worries 

anymore who needs to climb the mast to fix the problem. 

But again at the 27th the anemometer fails again Riens examines this time all the connections, 

disassembles even a piece of the bulkhead but he cannot find any loose or eroded connection. Given the 

fairly strong wind and the rolling of the boat it is not an option to go “quickly” up the mast to 

investigate that end. Just at ease with not having wind readings, he is working again. We are happy but 

how is that possible? In Surinam we discovered a malfunction in the mast set. 

 

The further south we get, the longer the nights became. 12 hours daylight and 12 hours darkness. But 

at first, the dark hours are not really dark since its a few days before full moon. During most nights 

there is plenty of light from the growing moon. Even a week after full moon, there is still a small moon 

sickle left amongst the countless stars to light our path. But the last days before new moon, it is pitch, 

pitch dark! 12 hours of that is a very long time. Fortunately, the temperature has risen considerably so 

we only need our fleece jacket to keep us warm. 

 

Life above and under water 
During the first few days, we hardly see anything; it is a very empty ocean! Occasionally a freighter 

slides silently along the horizon on the other hand we saw two sailboats. The next days will be even 

quieter, we gradually notice. After approximately 5 days even the AIS sees no longer ships and turns 

into sleeping mode. Once he "is seeing" a ship the screen jumps back in working mode and displays the 

information. 

Meanwhile, we run day after day our watch system do some reading and relaxing, 

have to cook diner and baking fresh brown bread in the new tortilla pan. Every 

day we enjoy our shared non-alcoholic happy hour (no alcohol while 

sailing is a strict Zeezwaluw rule) followed by dinner. Around 19 

pm it's time for the watch system again. Our average speed 

is around 130Nm/day. Reasonable we think. 

During the first period there are regularly dolphins around the boat while birds 

fly with us for a couple of hours. Then suddenly, we have an amazing experience 

.......although. 

 

They are sometimes a bit intrusive......... 
We were just working inside to rig the satellite phone to gather a fresh weather forecast when there 

was a deep sigh next to the boat. The sea was rather choppy and our attention somewhere else. First 

you think it is a strange wavelet causing that peculiar sound. But Riens saw in his peripheral vision a 

movement. Once looking again he saw a giant dorsal fin, less than 10 meters off the boat. "Ien, come 

quickly he shouts, you must see this". 
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And if it was planned, the fin sank slowly under water with every step Ineke climbed the staircase. 

When she reached the cockpit there was nothing left to see but an empty sea. After the completion of 

the e-mail messaging and collecting new weather forecasts, we went into the cockpit again. Guess 

what???? Behind the boat we saw, piercing out of a wave crest the big fin again! 

A wave lifted Zeezwaluw high and now the silhouette of a fish of about 15 meters became visible. He 

(a solitary whale is usually male) came closer slowly up to 10 meters behind the boat. The top of the 

head was just above water and blew with force a steaming cloud of hot breath. We saw a V-shaped flat 

head with two rearward running nostrils, with the breath-opening at the top. The fin we saw was 

brownish, almost honey-coloured while the rest of the fish was dark grey/brown. Underneath he was 

very light grey. Magnificent to look at but are we able to shoot a decent picture or movie? 

It was not easy due to the choppy sea, but we managed, more or less. Luckily, every 20 minutes the 

fish popped up close to the boat and getting closer every time. See the movie. 

Meanwhile we checked the Atlantic pilot for whale species which lived up to the description. It 

definitely is a whale. This species can grow up to 24m in length; our hanger-on would have to be a 

youngster who was looking for a playmate....... 

His company was enjoyable but quickly unease came over us because it was so close. We had a silent 

hope the whale would lose track of us when there was a crossing sailboat (yes, one of the two). But it 

was wishful thinking. We wondered if the fish was just looking for boat company like dolphins do, or 

that we were sailing accidentally right in his path. 

The end of the afternoon the wind shifted a bit and we had to adjust the mainsail with a second reef. 

The genoa was almost full and could be reefed quickly to the new situation. Trimming the sails asked 

our full attention and when we eventually sat in the cockpit again we looked around for the big fin. But 

this time he was gone, never to be seen again! 

 

Although it was a unique experience we were both quite relieved that there was no "hugger" anymore. 

For as the English say that so beautifully; "He was too close for comfort". 

After arriving in Suriname, we learned through Internet that the whale was possibly a "fin whale" 

(Balaenoptera physalus) or more likely a "Sei Whale" (Balaenoptera borealis). Both species are known 

to swim along a sailboat for a while without being aggressive. 

 

Communication and contingency reports 
Like all well-prepared sailors, we leave port only when there is a suitable 7-day weather forecast. 

However, nowadays you want on longer voyages a new weather report after 2-3 days to determine your 

tactics. To receive weather reports (Gribfiles) at sea, you need an SSB transmitter/receiver or a 

satellite phone. Until one year ago, we had neither. Consequently both options were open! Soon it 

became clear that we would go for a satellite phone. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fc9pOfkRfHU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fin_whale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sei_whale
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But…… yes what brand and model? 

That is why we did a 

comprehensive study/survey for 

brands and models last year 

through the internet next to the 

input of experienced sailing 

friends. 

Ultimately we chose the Iridium 

9555 satellite phone with an 

Optimizer, which could guarantee 

messages with the included 

programs for easy email. 

After buying a prepaid SIM card 

and the purchase of calling 

minutes we are able to receive our weather reports and sending and receiving emails in the middle of 

the Ocean. 

Furthermore, it is good to know that in an emergency, we are able to obtain 

immediate assistance by phone wherever we are; for example the Dutch Coast 

Guard. They will provide a relay function in cooperation with the local rescue 

workers so there will be no language problems during a catastrophe. 

Throughout the Atlantic Crossing we obtained the Gribfiles (ZyGrib) via 

satellite phone every 2-3 days. In addition, we sent emails about position, miles 

travelled and how we coped, to a small group of family and friends. 

 

The Gribfiles open in OpenCPN as a lay-over on our course line. Therefore we 

see quite early if there is too little or a lot of wind on our path. To alter our 

course to avoid an area with too little or too much wind became therefor easy. 

Working with the new equipment went smooth and as promised. For us it is a real 

asset to have access to up-to-date weather information and email contact on 

long voyages. Because it is a slow connection, surfing on the Internet is not a 

real option, for it is still too expensive. But who knows what the future holds.....  

 

Green power instead of fishing 
Some may wonder how often we had to run the engine to recharge the batteries. Do not wonder 

anymore, because it was never! 

 

Zeezwaluw has two solar panels (monocrystalline) of 100W each. On cloudless days the batteries were 

topped-up before 

noon. 

However, at night 

and during overcast 

they do little to 

nothing. 

For that purpose we 

have a 100W Ampair 

towing generator. 
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At a boat speed of 5-6kn it generates 4-5 amp/hr, day and night. Solar panels and towing generator 

together yielded during the trip enough energy for all the power-driven consumers; such as 

refrigerator, laptops, navigation instruments and lights and cabin LED lights. 

 

Once, we had to pull-in the propeller of the towing generator to untangle it from a lot of seaweed, 

gathered around the head of the propeller. 

 
Note: The area with long patches of thick seaweed appeared exceptional this year. We experienced 

it ourselves but also have heard this from several other crossing sailboats that were affected too. 

E.g. the seaweed lingered behind rudders, which slowed them down considerably. Luckily it was easy 

to rid of by turning the bow into the wind for a minute or so. 

 

From day two we used the towing generator, which is dragging a propeller behind the boat fixed to a 

30m line, so we could not fish. The fishing line and the line of the towing generator in use at the same 

behind our narrow stern, is impossible. In the little movie you see the towing generator at work. 

Therefor no fresh fish nonetheless this did not have an impact on our menu of delicious meals (we just 

skipped the Fridays). 

 

There's work to be done 
As we said, Monty does the job at the helm tirelessly 24/7. However, on January 25, after a little rain 

Monty´s control lines were wet and had stretched a 

bit. So we knotted them tighter. That worked only 

for a couple of minutes before they were slack 

again. After further inspection, it became clear that 

one line appears to be thinner in some parts. This is 

odd, because the control lines were renewed only 6 

months ago. 

 

But nevertheless, we needed to change the 

comparatively new control lines for the spare set we 

have. 

That's easier said than done! The monitor is attached to 

the back of the boat and the way the lines have to be 

removed is pulling at the knot at the bottom of the 

Monitor. At the hard or at anchor not an issue but in a high 

ocean swell it’s quite challenging! 

But primary we attached the new line to the other end of 

the old line. Thereafter both of us are hanging over the 

transom. One is trying to pick-up the bottom knot with a 

sharp hook attached to a long piece of pipe. The other 

pushes from above the line down the tiny opening. After an 

hour of sewing, pushing and fishing the new lines are in 

place while we are covered in bruises. 

Subsequently Monty steers perfect all the way to 

Suriname! 

 

Twice unlucky 
On January 30 early in the morning, after a distance of approximately 1100 NM, the wind became 

pretty gusty. The actual wind had already been around 25kn for two days. Suddenly during a nasty gust 

Zeezwaluw makes an unintentional jibe. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-HAbGGfs1g
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Due to a gust from a 90 degree different angle followed by a few high waves. The double reefed 

mainsail flipped to the other side. Initially, the preventer line does his job and slows the boom 

considerably, but snaps under the strain eventually. This short delay made it possible for Riens to 

release quickly the leeward running backstay and tighten the windward one. So far, it looks like there 

is no damage to the rigging. 

 

At that moment, we discover the boom has detached from the mast. The mainsail is still up and tidy 

which keeps the boom reasonable in position. 

While Riens deploys a bit of headsail to be 

certain the speed is adequate for Monty to 

keep Zeezwaluw on course. Ineke attaches a 

new preventer line and secures the boom 

quickly but firmly to the mast. 

Since the boom is now immobilized, we can 

investigate the problem. A bad one, we 

discover, the 8 year old stainless steel 

gooseneck has broken at the weld. The 

solution for the moment is, to pull the boom as 

for as possible amidships and secure the boom to our best abilities to the mast. 

Thereafter, lower the mainsail and secure it on the boom. Fortunately all went according to plan 

without further misfortunes in the rough and high seas. As soon as the main is stowed, we move the 

boom a bit further amidships and lash it extra so it is not able to move up or down or sideways. It is 

time for reflection (again). We feel awful but we need to continue on our journey, going back is not an 

issue. 

 

The remaining 1600NM we only have the genoa at our disposal. We think it is doable although the 23-

day trip will take a bit longer. However, we don’t want to use our spinnaker boom. In these rough seas 

it is too long to our liking. There is a hypothetical chance the boom-tip will touch the waves which can 

damage the rigging or our only operational sail. Consequently we keep the wind at about a 160degree 

angle, to have more or less a backstay wind. The direct course line to Suriname is our basis and to stay 

around this rump line, we have to tack now and then. 
Note: The next day Riens realizes we possibly have kept the old gooseneck. If we search for it it’s 

indeed the case. The idea is that during a period of no wind or little wind we can swap the broken 

gooseneck for the old one, not an ideal solution but better as having nothing. This never happened, 

due the continuous strong winds and high waves. We decided it was too dangerous to restrain the 

dangling boom of 4.5 m on a rocking deck with only two people. 

3 days later, the actual wind was still between 25-30kn and the sea rough. But gradually the total 

distance became less. With a half-reefed genoa we still had an average of 4,5-5,5kn not too bad. 

Suddenly we heard a loud “bang” and the genoa un-furls completely. The reefing line was broken! It 

turned out to be chaffed through. 

Mr. Perkins was put to work while the autopilot kept Zeezwaluw turned into a wind of 30kn. An attempt 

to replace the reefing line while sailing, proved to be impossible. Rolling-in the genoa is not possible 

either, so the sail has to come down. Cumbersome and not a completely dry exercitation it slipped once 

while we struggled to keep the 65m2 genoa inside the guardrail on the deck. 

 

The broken reefing line (another annoying knot to be caught) is replaced by an "all-round" 10mm spare 

halliard. As soon as the new reefing line is in place, the sail goes back up and reefed halfway. Mr. 

Perkins may rest again. Afterwards the genoa has always been furled partly due to the still strong 

wind. After each tack we were attentive to the possibility of chafing at the roller. (couldn’t see/feel 

anything). The jobs list is growing again. 
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The day of arrival 
Once we knew it is the last day of our trip we can hardly wait to actually arrive. The last NM takes 

instinctively always very long. But we know there is land beyond the horizon, due to the occasional 

seagull while the ocean floor comes up steadily. 

 

The last 50NM, it's like sailing in Dutch waters again. There are short 

steep waves, muddy brown water and depths of only 15-5M. The first 

boats we came across are Surinam fishing boats (old Dutch ones) and a 

kind of Sampan just before we sail past the safe water buoy of the 

Suriname River. After this buoy it’s easy just following the path of 

green and red buoys 35NM up river. 

 

We have texted Petra and Jan Willem our position as soon as we were 

underneath the bridge near Paramaribo. From that position, they can 

estimate time of arrival at the Sailing Club Suriname (SCS) to assist us 

with the mooring. 

It has become dark while we were sailing up-river so we follow the pairs 

of green and red lights of the buoys. Since the current is pretty fast, 

Zeezwaluw flies with 7kn up-river. A worried moment occurred when a 

large cargo ship is in our wake and wants to pass in the narrowest part 

of the fairway. We are smaller so we divert for a moment before we 

continue. The last part only a few NM went smoothly. Just before the 

turn of the tide we arrived at the SCS where P and JW help us moor between two large poles. 

 

February the 12th, after sailing 2975NM (calculated well by Riens) in 22.5 days we arrived in Surinam. 

Tomorrow in daylight, we'll find out where we ended up! Now is time to toast with P and JW on our 

safe arrival. The first alcoholic drinks in 22, 5 days! 

 

Evaluation and figures 
The Atlantic Crossing is in many ways not so much different from our other crossings e.g. from the 

Netherlands to the Shetland Islands or from Portugal to the Azores and Canary Islands - Azores. It is 

only much, much longer. Due to the duration of a long journey, the risk of technical problems is bigger 

and once under way, always in the back of our heads. 

Especially by sailing downwind in a high swell with often a tedious cross swell 

(two different wave patterns meet) when you get suddenly for a few miles a 

very, very choppy sea. The boat moves constantly from port to starboard and 

back. The sails, the running and standing rigging, are considerably due to 

chafing. 

Also the ship's rolling motion we felt a bit awkward and very tiring because 

everything you do, takes a lot of energy since the boat is never motionless. You 

are always in motion, even lying in your bunk. 

 

The last four days we were fed up a bit! We had had enough of sailing, rocking, 

solving problems and doing watches. The only thing we wanted was to arrive in Surinam and have a 

sound sleep of more than three hours. We also longed to step ashore to explore the new continent. 

 

Would we prepare for a next ocean crossing differently??? 
No, we don’t think so. We were in good physical condition; the boat was, as far as you can be sure of, in 

a very good technical condition. 
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The broken gooseneck was just bad luck and the chafed through genoa reefing line is more or less 

normal on long sea voyages. Hence the spare reefing line and control lines for the Monitor we were 

carrying on Zeezwaluw. 

Basically, there are two very satisfied crew members on Zeezwaluw who in a few days’ time will explore 

their new backyard. 

 

Distance Las Palmas-Surinam: 2975NM, average of 5.5Nm/hour 

Sailing time: 22.5 days  

Engine hours: 17 hours only for propulsion 

 

Read the new adventures in: “Surinam, the first impressions”. 

 

___/)___ 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/2016-2-surinam-part-i-first-impressions2.pdf

